
ORDER SHEET                        Criminal Appeal No. 78/2013

                                   Present:-       Sri S. K. Poddar, AJS,
Additional Sessions Judge (FTC) No. 3,

                                                          Kamrup, Guwahati.

25.04.20131. CR  received  on  transfer  for  disposal.  Appeal  being  filed within time is taken up for admission hearing. 2. This  appeal  U/S  29  of  The  protection  of  Women  from Domestic  Violence  Act  (here-in-after  referred  as  PWDV  Act)  is preferred by the OPP. Parties/appellants Sri Partha Sarathi Bora & ors against the order dated 19.03.2013 passed by Learned JMFC, Kamrup, Guwahati in Misc. Case No. 46M/2013. 3. By the impugned order,  the appellant/OP No. 1 Sri  Partha Sarathi Bora, (husband of the aggrieved party) was directed to pay Rs. 5,000/- (five thousand) p.m. as interim maintenance of u/s 23 PWDV Act to Smt. Purabi Bordoli, the aggrieved party.4. While hearing on admission of the appeal, learned advocates for the appellant pressed hard for to admit the appeal, call for the records and for granting stay on the impugned order till disposal of the appeal.    5. The brief facts of Misc. Case No. 46m/2013 in brief are that the aggrieved party has filed a petition u/s 12 of PWDV Act with pleading that she is living from separately from husband (OP No. 1) under some compelling circumstances and facing hard for her maintenance. As such she prayed for passing protection order u/s 18 of said Act by directing the OP No. 1 to pay 20,000/- per month for  her  maintenance  as  the  OP  is  earning  Rs.  60,000/-  to  Rs. 70,000/- per month as interior designer.  She being a teacher in private  school,  she  is  earning  Rs.  1500/-  per  month  only  and compelled  to  live  a  miserable  life.  In  the  said  petition,  the petitioner also prayed for grant of interim maintenance by filling an affidavit.                             ……. Contd.. at Page/2
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6. Upon  admission  of  the  petition  by  learned  Judicial Magistrate First  Class,  Kamrup,  Guwahati,  and upon hearing the aggrieved  party,  learned  Trial  court  was  pleased  to  pass  the impugned order by granting exparte interim maintenance.7. Against  the  above order,  the  OP  has  preferred  the  instant appeal on following grounds amongst others:- 
a) That,  while passing the impugned order,  learned trial  
court has  ignored that  the affidavit  filed by the aggrieved  
party was not in FORM No. III as required under Rule 7 of  
PWDV rules.
b) That, learned trial court  has failed to follow the spirit  
of section 23 of PWDV act in passing the impugned order of  
interim maintenance so far the fact that interim order can  
only be passed after issuing notice upon the OP and in this  
case such order was passed without issuing any notice.
c) That while filling the affidavit for interim maintenance,  
the aggrieved party has suppressed some material fact like  
pendency of proceeding u/s 125 Cr.P.C. before family court in  
which the matter  is  pending for  passing order  for  interim  
maintenance.
d) That  while  passing  the  impugned order,  learned trial  
court  has ignored the mandatory provisions under PWDV  
Act.8. During  admission  hearing,  learned  advocate  for  appellant mainly challenged on the power of trial court in passing interim maintenance on admission without issuing notice to OP. It is also argued that,  Magistrate can pass ad-interim order but only after receipt  of  domestic  violence  report  with  the  petition  u/s  12  of PWDV Act. It is also pointed out that the c/copy of impugned order shows that learned trial court has passed the interim order u/s 23 and not an ad-interim order. It is also argued that the order sheet reflects that the petition was presented on 28.02.2013 before Chief Judicial Magistrate, Kamrup, Guwahati and same was transferred to the court of Judicial Magistrate First Class, Kamrup, Guwahati. Same was taken up or hearing on 12.03.2013 and effectively heard on 14.03.2013 and the impugned order was passed on 19.03.2013 by fixing the date                                            ……. Contd.. at Page/3
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on 26.04.2013 for SR, W/S and for payment. It is also argued that the OP is a resident of Guwahati and the PWDV Act provide for service of notice upon OP within 3 days of receipt of petition. The date as  referred shows that  before passing the impugned order learned trial court  ought to have got the notice served upon the OP  and  then  decide  the  matter  of  interim  maintenance  upon hearing both the side.9. I  have considered the submission for  admission of  appeal and granting stay as prayed. On showing my reluctance, in granting blanket stay against the impugned order, learned advocate for the appellant  has  submitted  that  they  have  no  capacity  to  pay  the amount  as  directed  and by  referring  to  their  written  statement submitted in the 125 Cr.P.C proceeding, claimed that OP is earning Rs. 6000/ to 7000/- per month only and has to maintain his other family members. It is also submitted that, if the court is not willing to grant stay as prayed for, or the amount was not modified to a reasonable amount within the paying capacity of OP, the OP might have to face panel action u/s 31 of PWDV Act which will amount to condemning a person unheard. 10. Learned advocate for appellant has alternatively suggested that  as  the  court  is  concerned  in  getting  maintenance  during pendency  of  the  haring  either  before  trial  court  or  before  this court,  the appeal may be disposed of by modifying the amount to a reasonable  one  as  ad-interim  measure  and  to  give  the appellant/OP  a  chance  to  contest  the  matter  of  interim maintenance before trial court on the grounds they have taken in appeal  memo  as  well  other  grounds.  I  am  impressed  by  the submissions made by learned advocates of Appellant Mr. Narayan Sharma and Mr. Pranjal Sarma.11. Before  considering  the  facts  and  submissions,  let  me  first look at the power of Magistrate u/s 23 PWDV Act which read as follows:                                                     ……. Contd.. at Page/4
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Section 23 - Power to grant interim and ex parte orders
(1)  In  any  proceeding  before  him  under  this  Act,  the  
Magistrate may pass such interim order as he deems just and  
proper.
(2)  If  the  Magistrate  is  satisfied  that  an  application  prima  
facie  discloses  that  the  respondent  is  committing,  or  has  
committed  an  act  of  domestic  violence  or  that  there  is  a  
likelihood that the respondent may commit an act of domestic  
violence, he may grant an ex parte order on the basis of the  
affidavit in such form, as may be prescribed, of the aggrieved  
person under section 18, section 19, section 20, section 21 or,  
as the case may be, section 22 against the respondent.12. Hon'ble  Kerala  High  Court  in  the  reported  case  of  Dr. 

Preceline George vs  State of Kerala [MANU/KE/0175/2010/ ILR 2010(1) Kerala 663] as relied by the appellant, has minutely discussed  the  powers  of  Magistrate  u/s  23  of  PWDV  Act  in following words….. 
“It is thus clear that an interim ex parte order in favour of  
the aggrieved person and against the respondents could be  
passed, before notice to the respondent. But even if such an  
ex parte  ad interim order  is  passed,  a  final  order  under  
Section 23(1) is to be passed only after service of notice on  
the  respondent.  Till  then  it  could  only  be  an  ad interim  
order.  If  the  respondent  fails  to  appear  after  service  of  
notice,  then  a  final  order  under  Section 23(1) modifying,  
revoking, or altering the ad interim order could be passed,  
ex parte as provided under Rule 12(3). Rule 12(3) of the  
Rules, is to be taken as the procedure to be followed, while  
passing  a  final  order  under  Section 23(1) and not  an ad 
interim order to be passed under Section 23(2).
19. For the reason that a Magistrate is empowered to pass  
ad interim order under Section 23(2) ex parte, it cannot be  
said that Magistrate has to pass ex parte ad interim order  
granting  reliefs  under  Sections 18, 19, 20, 21 or 22 in  all  
cases. It is seen from several orders challenged before this  
Court  that  indiscriminate  interim  ex  parte  orders  are  
passed  under  Section 23(2) of  the  Act  compelling  the  
parties  to  approach  the  Appellate  Court,  by  recourse  to  
Section 29 of the Act by way of appeal.  While passing ex  
parte  ad  interim  orders,  Magistrates  shall  take  the  
necessary  care and caution.  If  an interim order  need be  
passed  only  after  service  of  notice,  as  no  urgent  relief  
without notice need be passed, there is no justification in  
passing an ex parte ad interim order before serving notice  
on  the  respondent.  On  the  other  hand,  if  an  ad  interim  
order is to be passed immediately,  ……. Contd.. at Page/5
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and  any  delay  is  prejudicial,  then  Sub-section  (2)  of  
Section 23 enables  the  Magistrate  to  pass  an  ad  interim  
order,  without  notice  to  the respondent.  Even if  such ad  
interim  order  is  passed  without  service  of  notice,  on  
appearance of the respondent a final interim order is to be  
passed under Section 23(1) with or without  modification.  
Even if the respondent does not appear on service of notice,  
the  Magistrate  shall  pass  an  interim  final  order  
Section 23(1) ex parte, with or without modification of the  
ex parte ad interim order. If an ad interim order under Sub-
section  (2)  of  Section 23 is  passed  without  notice  to  the  
respondents,  and  no  opportunity  is  granted  to  the  
respondents after service of notice to pass the final interim  
relief  under  Section 23(1) respondents  will  be  
unnecessarily  compelled  to  file  an  appeal  as  provided  
under  Section 29.  Even  the  relief  provided  under  Sub-
section (2) of Section 25 will not serve the purpose as that  
section would be attracted only if there is a change in the  
circumstances. What is to be considered while passing an  
order under Section 23(1) is whether the aggrieved person  
is  entitled  to  an  interim  order  either  under  
Sections 18, 19, 20, 21 or 22.  The  Magistrates  shall  be  
careful  while  passing  ad  interim  orders  without  notice  
under Sub-section (2) of Section 23. It is made clear that  
even  without  issuing  notice  to  the  respondent  in  
appropriate cases, ad interim order under Sub-section (2)  
could be passed. But that order is to be made absolute with  
or  without  modification,  after  serving  notice  on  the  
respondent. If the respondent does not appear, then an ex  
parte order as provided under Rule 12(3) is to be passed  
under  Section 23(1).  If  respondent  appears  and  objects,  
after  hearing the respondent,  appropriate  order  is  to  be  
passed as provided under Section 23(1). The order passed  
under  Sub-section  (2)  would  only  be  of  ad  interim  in  
nature.”13. The ratio as above, clearly shows that trial court has power to grant ad-interim order without notice but it cannot pass interim order without notice. In the present case in hand, the impugned order  as  appeared is  interim maintenance order and  not  ad-

interim  order  of  maintenance till  disposal  of  the  prayer  of interim maintenance. Apart from above, apparently the affidavit as filed with the petition u/s 12 for grant of interim maintenance is not in FORM III. There is also no mention of pendency of 125 Cr.p.c proceeding before family court.                ……. Contd.. at Page/6
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The above facts though makes out a strong ground for admission of appeal, issuance of notice to respondent, but at the same time, I am aware  of  the  provision  of  section  28(2)  of  PWDV  Act  which empowers  a  magistrate  to  laying  down  its  own  procedure  for disposal of an application under Section 12 or under Sub-section (2)  of  Section 23.  However  this  power  cannot  be  applied arbitrarily. 14. As  per  normal  procedure,  in  the  event  of  admission  of appeal, the appellate court should stay the impugned order, issue notice  upon  the  respondent  and  after  hearing  both  the  sides decide the appeal on merit. In this process, the aggrieved party is the  worst  sufferer  of  procedure.  During  this  process,  in  normal conditions, she will not get any maintenance for her survival and had  to  contest  the  appeal  by  engaging  advocate  causing  the situation worst on expense side. 15. Considering above hard reality,  I am of the opinion that in the present facts in hand, ground taken in appeal memo and in the interest of both the parties at litigation so far pecuniary burden is concerned,  the  instant  appeal  can be  disposed off  at  admission stage  by  applying  the  powers  u/s  28  of  PWDV  Act  by  making certain modification of the impugned order without making any opinion on the legality  or illegality on merit  of  the order under challenge.16. Considering  all  above,  I  dispose  the  appeal  by  partially allowing  the  same  without  issuing  notice  to  the  respondent/ aggrieved party with the following directions/modification of the impugned order…a) The interim order dated 19.03.2013 directing the OP to  pay  Rs.  5000/-  P.M.  as  maintenance  is  modified  as  Rs. 2500/- (Rupees two thousand five hundred) per month as 
ad-interim order of maintenance till disposal of prayer of interim maintenance on merit after hearing both the sides. ……. Contd.. at Page/7 
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b)    The other order restraining the Ops from causing any form of violence or disturbance to the aggrieved party shall continue till disposal of interim petition on merit.c)        The OP shall deposit Rs. 2500/- (two thousand five hundred)  per  month  on  the  next  date  fixed  for  his appearance and continue to do so till  further  direction by learned  trial  court  on  disposal  of  prayer  for  interim maintenance.17. The  appellant/op  shall  be  at  liberty  to  raise  the  grounds taken in appeal memo or any other ground before the learned trial court during hearing on the prayer of interim maintenance/in his written statement against the petition u/s 12 PWDV act.18. It  is  made  clear  that,  while  passing  the  above  order  in partially  allowing  the  appeal  by  modifying  the  amount  of maintenance  and  the  term  from  interim  to  ad-interim maintenance, I have not made any opinion on the merit of the case for  either  side.  Learned trial  court  shall  decide  the  petition  for interim maintenance on the material  before her without getting influenced by any observation in this order.19. With  the  above  order,  the  appeal  is  partially  allowed uncontested.  20. It is submitted that the case before learned trial court is fixed on 26.04.2013 for SR, W/S and payment and there will be no time to obtain certified copy. Considering above, let a copy of this order be given to learned advocate for the appellant for their information and compliance. 21. Also  send  a  copy  of  this  order  to  learned  trial  court  for information and needful action. 22. Appeal is disposed uncontested.
Additional Sessions Judge (FTC) No. 3,       Kamrup, Guwahati.


